Radisson Blu Scandinavia Hotel, Copenhagen gets an upgrade
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Radisson Blu Scandinavia Hotel, Copenhagen has announced that it is to be completely refurbished in 2012,
with rooms inspired by spring and autumn designs. Two of the floors are already finalised, and marks the
beginning of a complete renovation of the hotel. By December 2012 a total of 470 rooms will have received
a new look.
While the autumn rooms will be characterised by the season’s warm colours, the spring rooms clear and
clean lines will revitalise you. The rooms are spacious with a contemporary look and have everything
that’s needed to make the stay perfect.
All of the rooms will be offering:
- New 37 inches flat screen TVs
- New Jensen beds, plus luscious duvets and pillows from Mühldorfer
- Highspeed internet access of 100 MB
- Safe
- Ironing board
- New mini bars
- Gorgeous view of Copenhagen
Roy A. Kappenberger, General Manager at the Radisson Blu Scandinavia Hotel Copenhagen
(http://www.radissonblu.com/scandinaviahotel-copenhagen) said: "I am very excited about the startup of
the refurbishment and can't wait to see the final result. The hotel's interior is going to be completely
changed. Everything from rooms to conference facilities and hallways are getting renovated, to the
delight of tourists, business travelers and meeting participants."
Radisson Blu Scandinavia Hotel, Copenhagen has for a long time been one of Denmark's most experienced
conference hotels. Known for their positive service attitude, this city hotel Copenhagen
(http://www.radissonblu.com/scandinaviahotel-copenhagen/location), is a safe choice.
The Conference and meeting facilities are getting new furniture, carpets and an internet connection of
100 MB, making your Copenhagen conference
(http://www.radissonblu.com/scandinaviahotel-copenhagen/meetings) more effective as of January 2012. In
addition, the hotel has the latest within conference equipment and all the meeting rooms have good,
natural lighting.
Meeting and conference participants will be served food and snacks from Brain Food. This is a dining
concept that is based on energy, tastes and well-being, ensuring that the participants have more energy
and get more out of the day.
Radisson Blu Scandinavia Hotel Copenhagen is under the ownership of Wenaas ASA, and has received the
prestigious ecolabel, 'Svanemerket'.
More information about the refurbishment of the Copenhagen accommodation
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(http://www.radissonblu.com/scandinaviahotel-copenhagen/rooms) can be found on the company website at
www.radissonblu.com.
About Radisson Blu Hotels & Resorts:
Radisson Blu Hotels & Resorts (former Radisson SAS Hotels & Resorts) is a part of the Rezidor Hotel
Group.
Radisson Blu offers first class service in modern, exclusive and hospitable surroundings. Radisson Blu
has received several distinctions for being the best hotel chain, and is well renowned for their “Yes I
Can!” service attitude, and for their "100 % satisfaction guarantee".
In 2005, as the first international hotel chain, Radisson Blu could offer their guests free broadband.
Radisson Blu includes more than 255 hotels which are fully operating or are under construction, and have
more than 60 000 rooms in Europe, the Middle East and Africa. In Europe they have hotels in some of the
largest cities in Europe and are represented with hotels in Copenhagen
(http://www.radissonblu.com/hotels/denmark/copenhagen), London, Oslo and Stockholm, just to mention a
few.
For more information, check out www.radissonblu.com.
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